STATE OF HAWAII
HAWAII LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

In the Matter of

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY,
Complainant,

and

BOARD OF REGENTS, University of Hawaii, State of Hawaii,
Respondent.

Case No. CE-07-461
WITHDRAWAL OF CONSOLIDATED PROHIBITED PRACTICE COMPLAINTS CE-07-461, CE-07-462, AND CE-07-463

In the Matter of

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY,
Complainant,

and

BOARD OF REGENTS, University of Hawaii, State of Hawaii,
Respondent.

Case No. CE-07-462
WITHDRAWAL OF CONSOLIDATED PROHIBITED PRACTICE
COMPLAINTS CE-07-461, CE-07-462, and CE-07-463

Being in receipt of Order 1998, filed in this matter on March 15, 2001, and acting in conformance with its prior representations on the record, Complainant UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY, by and through its counsel, GILL & ZUKERAN, hereby withdraws and dismisses prohibited practice complaints Nos. CE-07-461, CE-07-462, and CE-07-463, brought by Complainant on January 23, 2001, and consolidated by Order of this Board on February 9, 2001. Complainant notes that CE-07-464, similarly filed and consolidated on the dates aforesaid, has previously been dismissed, by paper filed herein on March 6, 2001. Counsel for Respondent BOARD OF REGENTS has been notified of this withdrawal by counsel undersigned, and shall be served with a copy hereof upon its filing.

Accordingly, Nos. CE-07-461, CE-07-462, and CE-07-463 shall be, and are hereby, DISMISSED.
In the Matter of UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PROFESSIONAL ASSEMBLY and BOARD OF REGENTS, University of Hawaii, Consolidated Case Nos. CE-07-461, CE-07-462, and CE-07-463
Withdraw of Prohibited Practice Complaints Nos. CE-07-461, CE-07-462, and CE-07-463